
Q&A, Poll Questions & Results  
IN SESSION: The New Geographies of Innovation 09/06/2020 

 
To connect with John Thackara…. 
Website: thackara.com 
Twitter: @johnthackara 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/john.a.thackara/ 
Facebook:https://www.facebook.com/thackarameetup 
 
Question 1: 
Do you not think suggesting that a curriculum won’t affect change very much is missing the                
effects of education on children: the narratives of lives that children are taught about, for one                
example? Education can be the root to practice so if we look and consider sectors such as                 
Design? This is a fundamental foundation to shape future practice.. How appropriate is             
education that was designed for before the shift? Or importantly a poignant impact example.. 
 
JT Answer: 
I have learned from experience that institutions do not change because you tell them to do                
so. They change when their context changes. So for me, messing about at the edge is my                 
way of triggering change - in the hope that their context shifts then, so will the institutions. 
 
Question 2: 
How do we make networks of solidarity & networks of humanity that are there and have                
been there more visible? 
 
JT Answer:  
I like this question, but I don’t have a pre-cooked answer. Can I throw it back to you all? Can                    
we maybe learn from the ways other forms of cultural and social knowledge move from one                
place to another? In music, for example, there are world music channels, and festivals.              
Could you organise a social harvest festival of some kind that celebrates different practices?              
Maybe linked to food? There are myriad ways in which food is a medium of connection and                 
relationship. You could try joining up with the Slow Food Movement or La Via Campesina in                
some way: they already have extensive networks, and run all kinds of events: you could               
explore ways to add a social channel to those. 
 
Question 3: 
Do you think we can actually design “education” to be more empathetic? I am not using the                 
word “inclusive” here by design because I am specifically interested in ‘empathy to promote              
change’. So the question is how do we (as design educators) create an experience of               
empathy (a feeling/ as sense) about inequality, in the design studio setting? Maybe a better               
question is how can we inculcate empathy as one of the basic principles of design               
education when  in a studio setting? What are your thoughts around this? 
 
JT Answer:  
Are the words “in the design studio setting” negotiable? The look, feel and culture of the                
studio - its phenomenology - are so strong that it’s hard to foster new kinds of experience in                  
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them. And why try to do so? Design studios are a heavenly environment in some ways. My                 
default alternative is to get out of the tent (studio) and foster relationships with places and                
people that are as unlike design as possible. My xskool workshops are one example of this                
approach http://thackara.com/xskool/. They explore and re-evaluate a region’s social and          
ecological assets - and do so in a way that tells an alternative story about the relationship                 
between humans and the places we inhabit.  
 
Question 4: 
Systems of solidarity - would John and Jeremy talk a little about the differences that might be                 
experienced in cities / small town/ village in relation to systems of solidarity 
 
JT answer:  
I have not studied the differences and have no expert knowledge. I have simply observed               
(and experienced) that, if you look closely, there are many many different forms of solidarity               
at work, so to speak, in pretty much all contexts. There are *so* many meaningful modes of                 
co-existing to learn from: sharing, commoning, caring, healing, horizontality, conviviality,          
simplicity. Another way to answer your question is to commend that you check out              
“Pluriverse: A Post-Development Dictionary” (a pdf is online somewhere). It contains more            
than 100 different forms of social and solidarity economy.  
 
Question 5: 
Speaking of black history but also in general, what do you think about the relation between                
learning from the past and innovating? Do you believe it is essential to look backwards in                
order to move forward? 
 
JT Answer: 
I’m not sure about “essential” - but I would say it’s desirable, and exciting, and joyful, to do                   

so. Backwards in time, but also sideways (and southwards) in geography and culture.  
 
Question 6: 
Hi! Considering the impact that lockdowns had during the past months, and how things are               
evolving once people are released… How relevant do you consider that changes are the              
result of an “government imposition” vs changes happen “because people / organizations /             
companies decided to change”? 
 
JT Answer:  
All change is the result of diverse causes - some of which are visible, others not. My own                  
theory of change is best summed up by Ilya Progogene: “when a system is far from                
equilibrium, small islands of coherence have the capacity to shift the entire system”. Ever              
since I read those words, I’ve tended to to focus on small-scale interventions - to design                
“small islands of coherence” - and leave the business of issuing demands to governments,              
or large organisations, to others.  
 
Question 7: 
By incorporating well-planned natural habitats into cities, we can provision and safeguard            
valuable ecosystem services for urban populations. Nature-based solutions for flood          
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prevention, such as wetland and floodplain restoration have been utilised to provide            
catchment-based interventions and mitigate flood risk; the planting of woodland habitat           
mosaics reduces water runoff, improves urban air quality, provides sources for recreation            
and supports biodiversity. Do you see ‘Ecosystem Services’ as an area of growth or a new                
sector in itself? Could it be considered a ‘corporation’ that might be for good? 
 
JT Answer:  
I share your enthusiasm for the many ways in which nature gets things done more lightly,                
more elegantly, than humans do. During recent weeks of lockdown, for example, I’ve been              
mesmerised, on my walks, by the variety of ways that plants send their seeds from one                
place to another. Grasses, especially, put their seeds in tiny, super-lightweight containers            
that can float long distances on the wind. Compare that, to the hideous noise and waste and                 
pollution of a space x rocket.  
The words “ecosystem services”, however, make me uncomfortable. They reinforce the idea            
that nature is there to service us humans as if we are outside or on top of nature in some                    
way.  
 
Question 8: 
Talking about new geographies of Innovation: How can we make a different use of              
Designers capabilities without tooting more into the horn of “Creative Economy” utilizing            
Design for economic growth? 
 
JT Answer:  
There are literally millions of experiments out there in which people are meeting daily life               
needs in new ways. I’ve written about a few of these in my books, or on my blog                  
(thackara.com - 950+ posts since 1993!). Designers can help these experiments thrive in all              
sorts of different ways.  
 
Question 9: 
Maybe we can accept there was “no normal” before COVID19 - since most of those               
economic normals were already bankrupt before the pandemic, but artificially sustained -            
COVID just helped accelerate and expose the vulnerable situation we live in? 
 
JT Answer:  
(Maria Ana has filmed an hour long discussion with me - so when that’s edited, and online, I                  
will put the link here :) 
 
Question 10: 
What do you think about ‘moving from ‘innovation’ (obsession) to ‘resurgence’? 
 
JT Answer:  
I agree that the word innovation has been over-used - as have other words like Culture,                
Creative - even Design! But, although I’m a writer, I try not to get hung up on searching for                   
“the” perfect word. As soon as a particular word becomes popular, someone in marketing will               
steal it, and ruin it. I prefer, instead, to collect as many real life stories as possible - and to                    
share those.  
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Question by 11: 
A very big accident happened in Russia 10 days ago, spilling tons of oil in the Arctic. The                  
accident happened because of the spill created in the tank that was built on “never melting                
ice” that melted. How people can be more aware of how much these kinds of accidents                
affect all of us? And what is the place of the designer? 
 
JT Answer:  
I read about that. It’s horrific. The role of the designer is like the role of anyone else: remain                   
curious, and alert, and share stories when you think the rest of us need to know about them.                  
But I would add that wherever possible, attach bad news stories, like tis one, to examples of                 
an action, however small, that people can take. During lockdown, for example, hundreds of              
thousands of people have started bird watching, or learning about weeds, for the first time. I                
know that looking at weeds won’t stop oil spills - but as more and more people learn to love                   
life, more people will be alert to activities that are bad for life.  
 
Question 12:  
Can you mention actual examples of design approaches to sustainable development that are             
already in place or just getting started? 
 
JT Answer  
Yes I can! The ebook of "How To Thrive In The #NextEconomy " is now less than two euros                   
(£1.49) https://amazon.co.uk/How-Thrive-Next-Economy-Designing-ebook/dp/B0124CKINK  
 
Question 13: 
Is there in reciprocity, as it happens in nature, something to explore with creativity? 
 
JT Answer:  
Nice question. Any action that you can take as a designer, or artist, that enables someone to                 
experience reciprocity, could be valuable. As I said above, telling people things is often far               
less effective than enabling them to have experiences as a result of which they start to look                 
at the world with fresh eyes. 
 
Question 14: 
Your comments on the care economy are encouraging John, but surely you are missing the               
USA. What have you got to say about how Trump’s America fits in this idea? 
 
JT Answer:  
The last time I was in Trump’s America was in 2017 and of course a lot has changed. But I                    
communicate with friends there probably every week, and my basic proposition remains the             
same: wherever you see disaster and anger and hate - there, too, will be love and                
connection, even if that’s not visible. I don’t mean to sound naive and soppy, but I truly                 
believe that most Americans, like most people everywhere else, are predisposed to be good              
and act well when conditions allow them to do so.  
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Question 15: 
What are your thoughts on a universal basic income as a means for freeing up valuable                
social, communal, environmental engagement time? Could it help us transform away from            
the neoliberal capitalist model? 
 
JT Answer:  
I’m pretty sure I’m in favour of it! I don’t expect all the governments and elites of the world                   
will share my enthusiasm - but these days, anything seems to be possible. An optimistic               
scenario is that more and more governments introduce UBI in a panic - if only to stop the                  
masses heading for them carrying pitchforks - and the results are so positive all-round that               
UBI becomes permanent.  
 
Question 16: 
What do you consider is the role of traditional craft going ahead? 
 
JT Answer:  
Any practice that connects us with the materiality of our world has positive potential. And               
wherever traditional crafts are thriving, one usually finds ways of knowing and being in the               
world that people trapped in a digital tunnel can learn from. I have doubts about the word                 
‘traditional’ - no living practice remains unchanged for long. But that’s a detail.  
 
Question 17: 
How can we engage with the government to ensure the current social issues are              
approached with design thinking? 
 
JT Answer: I was once asked by the UK government (well, the Design Council) to curate a                 
social design biennial - and I wrote this book about i: 
http://thackara.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/a-Dott07.pdf 
 
Question 18: 
Do designers need to be invited into the new Green Deal Opportunities, or do Designers               
step up and proactively work, are Designers taken seriously? In the pandemic - which              
governments invited Designers to help solve the problems ahead? 
 
JT Answer:  
(see above, it’s all in Maria Ana’s film) 
 
Question 19: 
Michael Braungart and Bill McDonough’s Cradle to Cradle approach, 18 or so years ago, got               
many of us very enthusiastic. It was then… I believe a lot of us realised with time that JUST                   
“remaking things” in a better way was not a “real” solution to many of the systemic issues /                  
problems we should be tackling. Whether we are prepared to give the pair the credit of                
getting the design community to pay attention then and gradually be a bit more              
knowledgeable and prepared to do something about what we as designers were doing in our               
respective industries or not… they shone a big spotlight on what we all collectively were               
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(blissfully?) ignoring. I am wondering whether we - the design community - is prepared /              
organised to be as outspoken and visible as C2C was… I believe there is an opportunity                
here for us to SPEAK UP about what design can bring in the world context today.  John,                 
Jeremy, your opinion? 
 
JT Answer:  
Personally I think designers should DESIGN UP! more than SPEAK UP. The world is              
already filled with people announcing plans and solutions and concepts. But whenever a             
designer works with real people, in a real-world situation, and adds quality and beauty to               
their project, the results tend to be far more persuasive than any amount of talking.  
 
Question 20: 
How will education/design education embrace the spirit of the Thunberg generation and            
facilitate them to become the practical optimists of the future? 
 
JT Answer:  
it’s already happening. There are signals of positive change - and activity - in design               
schools everywhere. There’s work to be done in connecting these dots to each other - but                
we are not starting from zero. 
 
Question 21: 
How do we develop such “solidarity networks” in the (wealthy) cultures of the world that               
seem to value individualism and self-sufficiency over collaboration? 
 
JT answer:  
As I said above, there are so many experiments happening out there. I write about a lot of                  
these in my books and blog - but you could also scroll through my Twitter feed for five                  
minutes and find a whole lot more: https://twitter.com/johnthackara 
 
Question 22: 
Do you see possibilities of big corporations (such as Amazon or Uber) tackling the              
urban/rural and/or global/local relationship challenges creating positive impact for society? 
 
JT Answer:  
In one sense these big platforms are of course behaving badly: they do great damage to                
jobs, to social welfare, to places, to the environment. On the other hand, the principle of a                 
platform that connects people and places to each other directly - without layers and layers of                
intermediaries - has huge positive potential. In China, for example, Alibaba (through its             
Taobao platform) is connecting hundreds of thousands of small farmers directly to people in              
the city who buy their food. In China, with 230 million small farmers, a giant platform like                 
Alibaba can do a good thing and do good business at the same time. In the US and Europe,                   
where the Amazons and Ubers are more rapacious, platform cooperatives  are a better bet.  
 
Question 23: 
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AI is a term which is sometimes loosely used to denote its benefits. Do you think the key to                   
success is to bridge the gap between the boring people and the creative thinkers by forming                
a common language?! 
JT Answer: 
Some of the most boring people I know believe themselves to be creative thinkers.  
 
 
Poll Questions & Results 
 
After the pandemic, our industrial systems will: (272 attendees voted) 

● Answer 1: Return to normal 4.5% 
● Answer 2: Shift a little 58.8% 
● Answer 3: Be transformed 36.7% 

 
The New Green Deal will: (330 attendees voted) 

● Answer 1: Create a new wave of design opportunities 72.9% 
● Answer 2: Generate limited design interactions 21.3% 
● Answer 3: Leave the design community sidelined 5.8% 

 
The impact of AI in business and society will: (277 attendees voted) 

● Answer 1: Make our planet healthier 35.3% 
● Answer 2: Have little effect on the earth’s health 25.4% 
● Answer 3: Cause a series of adverse effects 39.3% 
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